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[Summary of Facts]

The background to this case is as follows. Company X (Plaintiff, Intermediate Appellee, Final

Appellee) sold meat to Y (Defendant, Intermediate Appellant, Final Appellant), however as Y made

only partial payment X demanded that Y pay the outstanding amount and damages for delay.

Y was a representative director of non-party Company A. A was a company that was engaged in



selling meat pursuant to a license received under the Food Sanitation Act, and that had bought meat

from X. However, because A often failed pay its accounts payable from X, transactions between X

and A were temporarily suspended. After this suspension, Y asked X to resume trading with A for

the purpose of delivering meat to the Self Defense Force, but X refused this request because A had

outstanding payment obligations and X had misgivings concerning A’s ability to pay. The

circumstances were that at this point, Y asked to be allowed to buy the meat as an individual, to

which even X consented, and X and Y concluded a sales contract.

The court of first instance (see Tokyo District Court decision, date unknown, Minshu Vol. 14 No. 4:

486) accepted X’s claims. In the appeal against this judgment (see Tokyo High Court decision, 30

October 1957, Minshu Vol. 14 No. 4: 487), Y argued that the transaction was completed between X

and A and that Y was not a party to the transaction, however the Court did not accept this argument

and dismissed the appeal, ruling that even if Y was not the recipient of a business license, the

question of whether it had a license under the Food Sanitation Act, the provisions of which are

nothing more than administrative regulation, would not have any effect on the validity of the sales

contract to which Y was a party under private law.

Y’s grounds for the final appeal were as follows. To engage in the meat business, it is necessary, in

light of the nature of the business, to receive a license from a competent government agency under

the Food Sanitation Act. This transaction should obviously be voided as an unlawful act in violation

of Article 90 of the Civil Code if X conducted a transaction for the purpose of conducting a

transaction with Y, an individual, with the knowledge that the business was unlicensed, but also if

the Court accepts that the business was unlicensed. Treating the receiving of the license as nothing

more than an administrative regulatory act, regardless, is not only a violation of the Civil Code, it

also encourages a disregard for the law by the Court itself, and should not be allowed in

consideration of the health of the citizens of Japan.

[Summary of Decision]

Final appeal dismissed.

“Setting aside the question of whether the sales contract is subject to regulation by the Food

Sanitation Act, it is reasonable to understand that this law constitutes nothing more than regulatory

provisions. It follows that there is no reason to deny the validity of the transaction under this law,

even if the Final Appellant had not received a license to buy and sell meat. The judgment of the

lower court that the validity of the transaction under private law was not affected by whether such



license had been received is therefore ultimately correct.”


